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SOCAL NAVHDA’S annual snake avoidance training will occur at 

Prado dog park April 15  from 8 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. .   The cost is 

$60.   Encourage your friends with dogs to attend as not only hunt-

ing dogs get snake bit.  Sixty dollars of prevention is far cheaper 

than paying the vet bill after a bite occurs.  All areas of Southern 

California have rattlesnakes.   Frequently, we are unaware.  How-

ever, our dogs see and smell everyone just as they spot small liz-

ards that we do not see.  Their natural curiosity and predatory in-

stinct cause many to be bitten.  This year you can prepay at socal-

navhda.org.  If you have any questions you can give Irene Fradella 

a call or email me at  garyjohnson0515@gmail.com. 

 

Snake avoidance training seems to work for over 90% of dogs.  

However,  this is no guarantee that they will not be bitten.  What 

the training teaches the dog  is to avoid the smell or sight of any 

snake.  If the wind is blowing the wrong direction and the snake is 

hidden it is occasionally possible for the dog to still interact with a 

snake.  Think of bird contacts.  The vast majority of time our dogs 

will see or smell the bird but occasionally the wind is blowing away 

from the dog and the dog will walk  into a bird without knowing it’s 

there.  In dog competitions we call this a “wild flush”.  With a rattle-

snake we would call this “bad luck”.  It is likely that a local vet will 

be at the snake clinic to provide the “rattlesnake” shot and other 

vaccinations that you may need.  The rattlesnake shot minimizes 

the toxins effects on your dog if bitten.  Be aware that this shot does 

not help at all when a Mojave Green rattlesnake strikes a dog.  This 

particular snake has a much more potent type of venom that  is far 

more dangerous than the regular rattlesnake.  
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Adam Salazar Interview  
Have you ever wondered what a NAVHDA member does?  It was 

my pleasure interviewing NAVHDA member Adam Salazar.  Read 

on to learn about what Adam does in this fine organization. 

Adam started training without a dog for one and a half years be-

fore he got his first dog, to get the fundamentals down.  

Currrently he has five and a half years worth of dog training.  He 

mentioned that he likes a variety of resources and applies them in 

the field.  Adam enjoys learning from everyone.  The things he en-

joys most about dog training is, being outdoors, working with dogs, 

and applying the techniques he has learned from NAVHDA mem-

bers.  Equipped with the techniques and knowledge from NAVHDA 

he puts that into action to supplement his own dog, Jay-Bird. This 

makes him a respectable well rounded dog.  Jay-Bird and Mr. Sala-

zar work together as a team in the field. In the field Jay-Bird lis-

tens extremely well. Because of this Jay-Bird and Adam have an 

amazing bond together. This is what makes it easy to train togeth-

er.   Mr. Salazar has many fond memories with Jay-Bird. One of 

these memories is where Jay-Bird retrieved a downed duck and 

brought it back straight to Adam’s hand. 

 Mr. Salazar gave some mighty fine advice about dog training with 

NAVHDA. “Learn the fundamentals, be patient with your dog, 

come out to events and observe, do obedience every day, and al-

ways end your training on a good note. Never end your day on a bad 

note.” 

After meeting Mr. Salazar, I learned that patience and commit-

ment are the keys to success in your training and NAVHDA also 

builds fundamentals and great memories from your training. 

Sean  H. 

Sean H is pictured above thanking a vet-

eran for their service at a Veteran’s Day 

Memorial.  Sean has been at several 

NAVHDA events.  Seeing him repeatedly 

I began talking to him and learned that 

his dad was a member of NAVHDA and 

he also was a dog enthusiast.  He also is 

a Boy Scout and always looking to learn 

new things.  The article to the left is his 

first attempt at being a  “published au-

thor”.  Hopefully, Sean will be a regular 

contributor to our newsletter.  Getting 

the perspective of NAVHDA from an 11 

year old like Sean should be  a learning 

experience for those of us “more experi-

enced” individuals.  Sean is going to be 

interviewing various individuals in the 

dog world that he see’s as “successful”.   

His first article is about Adam Salazar 

whose dog Jay-Bird had a perfect score 

in the Utility Test.  Adam also has anoth-

er young pudelpointer that tested in the 

Natural Ability test.  Adam will compete 

with Jay-Bird at the national invitational 

in Searsboro, Iowa in September.  

Thanks to Adam and Sean for making 

this article possible. 
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1. Expect some Mistakes— The test has 4 separate parts.  Almost every dog will encounter a 

struggle in one part of the test regardless of  preparation.  Even when a dog has a perfect 

score  (204) usually the handler can tell you of a key moment in the test when the dog al-

most lost the focus. 

2. Start Training Early— Some parts of the test such as steadiness and heeling can be 

learned when the dog is young.  Each part that your dog learns when young will shorten 

the learning curve when you start prepping for the test.  A difficult part of the test for your 

dog can sometimes be fixed in only one or two training sessions if you are able to help the 

dog to understand exactly what you want. 

3. Force Fetch is Important— Force Fetch, Force Fetch, Force Fetch, Every event, yes all 4 

events require your dog to deliver a bird to your hand.   The Force Fetch process cannot 

be overestimated in helping your dog pass this test.  Without force fetch frequently the 

dogs that “naturally retrieve”  will at some point feel pressure during the test and stop re-

trieving and possibly obeying your commands.  Without force fetch a retrieve is simply a 

request.   With force fetch a retrieve is a reliable command.  Another benefit to the force 

fetch process is that you will be positioned as the clear “alpha leader” to your dog making 

them more responsive to you in all areas of the test. 

4. Steadiness on Birds  can be Practiced - There are many ways to practice steadiness: 

Place-board, launchers, half  - hitch, etc. .   Generally steadiness training involves repeti-

tion with some form of correction.  This will take several birds.  Use pigeons as they are 

cheaper. Steadiness is basically patience.  You can practice patience almost anywhere.  An 

example would be to put your dog on a sit and bounce a tennis ball past not allowing him 

to chase until released.  This can be practiced with a check cord and a ball almost any-

where.  This is not that much different than a bird flies away and they don’t chase until re-

leased. 

5. The Test Reveals the Good, the Bad and sometimes the Ugly. If you attach your person-

al pride to your dog’s performance you may be sadly disappointed on test day.  Think of 

the test scores as more of a statement about where your dog generally is performing at that 

point in their life.  Consistency in performance is key to a good test score.   One only gains 

consistency through repetition.  Your dog will be even more consistent if you can get repe-

tition on components of the test with distractions occurring simultaneously.  During every 

Utility test something random occurs that you could not plan for and your dog must main-

tain their focus.  This fall one of my dogs was in the midst of looking for chukar in the field 

during a UT test when a flock of about 200 Canadian geese began circling above the field 

and honking loudly.  They then glided across a nearby river to land in a field. This could 

have been a complete mess for my young dog.   

This month’s issue is all about the Utility Test.  Normally I try to not over emphasize one level of perfor-

mance over another .  However,  I am influenced by looking at numerous scores in our VHD Magazine 

each month.  Very few Natural Ability dogs test in the Utility Test.  This certainly is a different level of 

commitment however it will leave you with a much deeper level of bonding with your dog.  Having now 

taken the Utility Test 12 times or so . .  .my views have evolved as has my experience.  Some would label 

12 taking a test 12 times as being somewhat of a failure however,  I would label that as being stubbornly 

persistent and having 3 dogs is a factor also. Remember not only is the dog learning about the test you 

are also being trained in “how to train a dog” for the test.   We humans are not so easy to train.  With 

time and effort not only will you get better but so will your dog.  I am including all of the force fetch 

steps in this month’s newsletter.  These tips are not to teach you the fundamentals of training an event 

but rather an overall focus regarding the test. 
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      If your dog is used to random distractions they may be able to work their way through these  

      random problems and still find success on test day. 

6.  You cannot get a prize 1 without a “4” in Duck Search.    What IS a “4”?   Your dog should 

eagerly leave your side and enter the water when commanded.  They then must search the wa-

ter intelligiently ( near or in cover (reeds)) looking for ducks.  They should “expand their 

search” to find game.  The dog needs to continue searching for 10 minutes or until the judges 

tell you they “have seen enough”.  A dog should not get hung up in one area and search it re-

petitively.  Ideally a dog should thoroughly search an area and  not return.  They should contin-

ue to seek new cover  to find the duck.   It is pretty lonely standing at the duck search when your 

dog refuses to search.  Ten minutes in this case lasts forever.  The joy an owner receives when 

their dog does  a great duck search is hard to replicate. 

7.  Duck Search Excellence is NOT learned in 2 weeks.  This may be the hardest skill to 

learn.  Give yourself and your dog plenty of time to practice. 

8.  Be  Calm   and Carry On— Your dog knows you better than you know yourself.   If you are 

nervous, frustrated or angry your dog will quickly understand you are having a bad day and are 

possibly upset with them.  Once your dog realizes that you are stressed the performance of your 

dog usually gets worse.  Be Calm and Carry On.  Expect a few mistakes and let them slip away 

not bothering you in the heat of the battle.  You can process that situation later . . . After the test. 

9.  Don’t Worry Be Happy  -  You could be sitting on the couch today but you are out with your 

best friend chasing birds.   If you have a good time your dog probably will also.  You have prac-

ticed for this moment.  You have had a great time getting ready for this moment.  Enjoy it!!!  This 

is a terrific day that you and your dog will share together.   The score is irrelevant.    Enjoy your 

moment. 
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Now that your puppy has passed the Natural Ability Test you should start training for Utility. 

This is my way of training toward the Utility test. 

As soon my dog passes the NA test I follow this sequence of training: 

 

 Force Fetch this requires from one month to two months doing 

nothing else with your puppy. 

 As soon the Force Fetch is done the puppy is being brought 

back to the field. 

 I teach my dog the Whoa command. 

 When the dog has a perfect whoa I start him to the steadiness 

training. 

 Duck search can be taught any time after the force fetch is 

done. 

 Steadiness by blind, duck retrieve can also taught after the 

force fetch is done. 
 

 

The total process should require from a minimum of three months to a maximum of six 

months. It depends mostly on the trainability of each dog and the ability of the trainer. 

For every step of Utility Training I write down the process on how to teach the puppy, just to 

remind me not to forget any  of the steps. 

Having a mentor or mentors is extremely helpful in learning to train your dog.  Some would call this 

process of having a mentor the “NAVHDA Way” .  I doubt NAVHDA would print this in a brochure 

however having a mentor, will allow you to make fast progress in training your dog.  This is dependent 

on  A) the mentor you find and  B) the individuals ability to truly listen to the mentor and ac-

tively try to take direction.  We as humans are much harder to train than our dogs, in fact many of 

us stubbornly hold to beliefs regarding dog training that have little basis in truth. Try to be recep-

tive to different ideas if possible.  The short article below was written by a mentor of several of 

our SOCAL NAVHDA members, Guido Dei.  Guido was extremely helpful to countless new dog owners 

and seemed to never tire in helping others with their dogs.  One of my favorite behind the scenes 

Guido moments was to witness him argue passionately that test volunteers should not be given free 

beverages as if they were true volunteers that the spirit of NAVHDA emphasizes they would be hap-

py to pay for their own beverage.  A long discussion ensued regarding what are the characteristics 

of a true volunteer.  His passion for volunteering was inspiring.  Although this topic seemed some-

what trivial to some at the board meeting it was this attention to detail that made him an outstanding 

mentor, dog trainer and friend of many.  The little details DO make a difference.  The following is 

a brief list of what Guido would suggest for people preparing for the NAVHDA UTILITY TEST. 
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So you bought a new pup and somehow found SOCAL NAVHDA.  Welcome!  We are glad you found us.  

Many will ask/encourage you to test and this was probably not a part of your plan.  It may feel like ego 

on the part of members.  However, that has little to do with it.  The members know that you have a 

“hunting dog” and training for the test will teach him to hunt AND most importantly your dog 

will LOVE IT!  Your skills as a handler will improve as you prep your pup for a test.  Your dog will be-
come more disciplined and your bond will grow stronger.  Your dogs favorite day of the week will 

be training day at Prado.  By the end of year two you should have a pretty disciplined dog.  Training 

days will probably now shift to hunting days.  You don’t hunt??  No problem.  Get a license and a gun 

and your dog will now show YOU where the birds are.  It can be a very exciting journey if you are 

open to making some adjustments for the sake of your new best friend.  Please be patient.  Learning 

the discipline to being an outstanding hunting dog is a step by step process.  Try and remember learn-

ing to read.  First the ABC’’s.  Then we learned to put a few letters together and eventually learned a 

word or two.  Once we got to word eight or ten it was off to the races and no looking back.  Your dogs 

progress will be similar.  The basic simple stuff will probably  take longer than you think it should.  

Once your dog gets the hang of you teaching and them learning they will seem eager  for you to teach 

them new “lessons”.  If they look confused or frustrated you are going too fast.  Try and make 

the task shorter or easier.  Suddenly your dog will start to connect the dots and make progress very 

quickly.  This will probably happen somewhere between  ages  one and a half and three.  You probably 

will forget how long it took you to teach them something basic like the correct way to carry a bumper.   

Happy training! 
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Bring your dog to the table on lead and lift him up on it gently. When he is up there he may act 

very nervous and may even crouch or lay low. Do not allow him to jump off of the table by any 

means. Sit the dog in the middle of the table and pet him to get him to relax, you may even give 

him a few pieces of his dog food. Don't be surprised if he doesn't take it from you and eat it be-

cause he is now intimidated. Have that eyebolt handy in the ceiling and snap a piece of swing 

chain to it and allow it to hang down about two feet towards the table. The links on the chain will 

allow you to move the dog's collar up and down to the height that you require. I always use a 

double snap on the eyebolt at the dogs collar to give more versatility in heights. The first two or 

three sessions on the table are only to get his confidence up. Always end each session by feed-

ing his morning or evening meal up there to gain his trust. Most big dogs have good appetites 

so use that to your advantage in your training. Never allow the dog to get the food until you give 

him the OK signal at the end of each session. By the third or fourth time up there secure the dog 

as high to the eyebolt as possible so that he cannot lower his head or pull away from you. Make 

sure he has enough slack so that he can breathe. Put a leather glove on you right hand and open 

his mouth with your other hand. 

  

Place the gloved hand into his mouth gently and close his bottom jaw a bit to see his response. 

Now if he is like most dogs he will resist this by trying to spit the glove or shake his head from 

side to side to get this gloved hand out. Whatever you do, stay with it until he settles down for a 

few seconds, then remove the hand and pet him saying "Good Boy". It won't take long for him to 

realize that if he stays calm the gloved hand will be removed. Open his mouth and do this again 

until he is not fighting you quite as vigorously. Stay calm and don't yell or raise your voice or 

say too much at this point. It is the action of what you are doing and the body language you use 

rather than your voice at this time. When you take the gloved hand out, say the word "out" or 

"leave" at the same time. Lay on loads of praise, and let him know that he is the best dog in the 

world. After doing this repeatedly for 15 minutes call it quits and give the dog his morning feed-

ing as a reward up there on the table. Set the dish down at the end of the table and only allow 

him to eat it on command with an OK.  

Rub his ears gently as he holds the objects so that he gets accustomed to having your hands 

around his head. Staying calm is very important, or the dog will get very uptight and will lose 

his focus on his lesson. We are not saying too many commands yet until he understands what we 

are asking of him. Once he is holding the glove without our hand in it, start moving around a 

couple of feet to the right and left and tell him to hold always watching that he doesn't try to spit 

it. Gently raise your hand to him and grab the glove and give him the command out to let go. 

Again, give him tons of praise on a job well done. When he understands the holding of the 

glove we need to switch to a paint roller at least nine inches in length and ask him to hold it in 

the same manner that he held the glove. 
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When he is holding it, tap the ends lightly saying the word "Fetch" as you tap it. You want to see 

a conscious effort on the dog's part not to drop the roller even when you tap it on either end. 

Try to walk back a few feet and now tell him to hold with a good firm tone.  

Watch him closely and if he drops it, pick it up and put it back in his mouth and say the word 

Fetch again until you can trust him. 

 

When we are FORCE FETCH training a dog, we never do retrieving at all off the bench, or you 

will undo everything that you have worked for so far. The above process will take the beginner 

approximately 1 week to 10 days to complete. Lets work on this stage of training first and we'll 

move to the next level in approximately 2 weeks. (in other words do absolutely no random 

fun retrieving until you complete the entire process!) 
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SOCAL NAVHDA OFFICERS 

Training Days Guidelines & Procedures 

(1) Please keep your dog under control at all times, particularly when he/she 

is not working on a drill.  Using a leash is strongly recommended 

(2) Everyone in the field must wear blaze orange hat, t-shirt or vest.  Mem-

bers holding a gun in the field must have completed a hunter safety 

class or have a hunting license. 

(3) Children are to be supervised and remain in the designated parking area 

at all times. 

(4) No alcohol on premises. 

(5) “Boat Safety”, persons under 12 years of age must wear a life jacket when 

in the boat. 

https://mail.busdk12.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=M-HnXMm_5rdWSI_WAgRM1mXx-d76Lbe7hKTctkJNXul6FtcWSSHVCA..&URL=mailto%3ageneaologylinda%40yahoo.com
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This is the second phase of the force to retrieve on the table. Hopefully by now your pooch is 

relaxed up there, and holding a variety of different objects with no hesitation, and not releasing 

until you command him to. Keep feeding him up there after each session and he will look for-

ward to his lesson. Up until now we have been prying his mouth open to insert the roller or 

dowel. Hopefully you have been rubbing his ears and getting him comfortable with your hands 

around his head.  

Bring the collar up as tight as possible to the ceiling so that he cannot lower his head. Make sure 

that he can breathe properly and that he is in the sit position facing straight on to you with his 

head up as high as possible. Inside the dogs ear there is a spot that has very little hair on it and 

that is where we will give a light pinch with our thumbnail. Timing is important here when we 

go to pinch the ear. Stay very calm when you do this or your anxiety will transfer to your pupil. 

Take a dowel with duct tape wrapped around it about a half of an inch in diameter and ten inch-

es in length. The tape makes the dowel easier to hold, and it won’t slide so easily on the dog’s 

hard teeth. Hold the dowel with your right hand and have him hold it like he has all the other 

objects. While he is holding it rub his ears vigorously and say good boy. Now take it out, and 

with your right hand bring it up and rest the dowel gently against his muzzle. If he tries to stand 

make him sit back down before you continue. Bring your left hand up to his right ear and find 

the area that has no hair up high in the ear. As you pinch gently with your thumbnail, push the 

dowel firmly against his teeth and say the word Fetch. Some dogs will get frightened and want 

to clam up when they feel the pinch stimulation. Just stay calm and as I said don’t pinch too hard 

at first. The most important thing is to get the dog to open his mouth wide enough to accept the 

small dowel and immediately stop the pinch. Once he has the idea that as soon as he has this 

thing in his mouth he gets praise and no pinch discomfort. As soon as we can trust him to grab 

the dowel we can start to give him more slack on the chain. We have to get our timing down pat 

and pinch the ear at the same time that we offer the dowel to him. Once he is actually grabbing 

the object and making a conscious effort to hold it, we are ready to start traveling on the table 

from the right to the left. Start holding the dowel a little further away from his mouth each ses-

sion only a couple of inches or so. As you pinch the ear say fetch to get the desired response, 

and as the dog takes the dowel release the pinch immediately, but make sure that he holds it. 

Allow him to hold it for at least ten seconds at first and then keep adding a little distance for him 

to reach. Sooner than you think your dog will be moving a few feet to grab the object from your 

hand. This is when you will have to hook him to the cable to get the distance required. Remem-

ber to watch that he doesn’t get sloppy on his hold and make him sit as soon as he gets back to 

the centre of the table. I can’t express how important it is to really praise your dog when he 

does well. Once you are happy with that session, feed the dog up there as his reward.  
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This part of the training is pretty boring for both you and the dog but believe me it needs to 

be done. Try to pick up some speed as you both become more accustomed  to the routine. We 

are looking for the dog to start reaching for the object on the table and this is where most 

of the refusals begin. The transition of taking it from your hand is one thing but when we 

take the hand away and ask him to pick it up from the table the dog usually tries to bail out 

and refuse to grab the dowel. Just lift the object slightly and keep the ear pinch on until he 

grabs it firmly.  

Keep working on this until the dog becomes used to grabbing off the table surface and we 

will start to mix the objects up that he will pick up as we go into the next phase. 
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1. Preventing bad habits is much easier than fixing bad habits 

 

2. Never correct or reward a dog if they do not understand why 

 

3. Never give a command more than once . . . .otherwise you are training 

them not to listen to your first command 

 

4. Dogs learn by association.  Positive associations and negative associations.  

Structure your training so that there is a positive or a negative association.  

Your puppy will enjoy the positive rewards more. 

 

5.   Cause and effect CAN be established in as few as one repetition. 

 

6.   Your puppy cannot read your mind . . .get the behavior to occur and quickly 

reward the pup . ..do 2 or 3 more times the pup will quickly understand what 

you want 

  

7.   Be consistent with your reinforcement.  Variable reinforcement confuses 

your dog.  This frequently occurs in families where family members and 

spouses reward and or punish the same behavior differently.   The more con-

sistent your family can be the quicker and better your dog will learn.. 
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Now that your dog is picking up objects off of the table consistently and returning to the middle 

and sitting and holding until commanded to release, you are well on your way. Next thing you 

want to do is to place the object to the right about six feet from the dog and command him to 

fetch with your hand in his collar but start backing off on the pinch. Having your hand this close 

will allow you to reinforce the fetch command if you get a refusal. Enthusiasm here in your voice 

will  take you a long way when doing this  type of training.  

Once he is holding all of these different objects, start to use you training dummies and dead 

fowls. 

  

I prefer to use the Avery brand because they are the easiest for a dog to grab and hold consist-

ently with very little sloppiness on the hold, because of their firmness and the hex design. 

As soon as he is picking up all of these objects, you have to move on to birds on the table. We 

will use only thawed out pigeons at first because of the size of the bird, to make it easier for you 

and the dog. Remember to only start this if the dog is consistent on retrieving from the table any 

object that you send him for without hesitation and holding firmly until told to release. Sit him 

down in the middle of the table and tie him up short the first time that you ask him to hold a bird. 

It is like going back to square one for a short time. Chances are that when you started force 

fetch the dog wasn't retrieving to hand so let’s take small steps here and see what we have ac-

complished so far. I like to take a fresh thawed out pigeon and wrap duct tape around the wings 

to hold the body firm, much like a bumper. 

 

I've seen many dogs refuse to take a pigeon from my hand at first so I open the dog's mouth and 

place the bird in, and command the dog to fetch. If he tries to spit or drop the bird I now have a 

built in backup plan that I did not have before, and that is the ear pinch. The point here is to 

show the dog that he must hold everything firmly and not try to avoid the command. Allow him 

to hold the bird longer and longer until you can leave him up there holding it as you walk away 

a short distance from him. Always keep the dog in sight to avoid any accidents if he tries to jump 

off the table. As you return to the dog, make sure that he continues to hold right up until you ask 

him to release. Watch out for the dog that starts to anticipate your hand around his mouth and 

starts to release too early. This will start to deteriorate a good solid delivery in the field. Leave 

the tape on the bird and once he is holding and grabbing it well, start making him travel for it 

further and further, just like he did for all of the other objects. Now as he sits in the middle of the 

table, place the bird about six feet away to the right then go back and face the dog. As you com-

mand him to fetch, use some body language here and point to the bird with your right hand. If 

he balks stay calm and put your hand on the bird and lightly pinch the ear. Hopefully he will 

pick the bird up firmly with no hesitation and return to the middle of the table and sit. If you 

have done all of the other steps properly this drill really should go smoothly. If you have difficul-

ty, back up to the previous lesson. Always be sure to have the dog connected to the upper cable 

when doing this lesson of moving up and down the table, to pick up what you have sent him for. 

If he is successful at jumping off of the table to avoid the command, then you are training back-

ward, and the dog will always be looking for a way to avoid situations that he doesn't like. Start 

sending the dog further and further down the table to retrieve the bird and use a lot of enthusi-

asm in your voice to get him to pick up speed going to the bird.  
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This is where we are going to start placing a pigeon and one other object next to each other to 

the right of the dog, about a foot from the end of the table. When we send him it doesn't matter 

which one that he picks up first as long as we get a good solid delivery before sending him for 

the next object. The dog may refuse to pick up the object after picking up the bird, but remem-

ber that this is the best place to get a refusal because you’re in a great position to quickly cor-

rect him for doing so. You just have to show him that he cannot ignore or blink the other object, 

and must go back and complete all the retrieves with no hesitation.  

 

 As he gets better and more consistent, start adding more birds that are freshly thawed out or 

even live shackled birds.  

 

With live shackled bird first have him to grab the bird by the back. When he promptly grab the 

bird from the back, grab the bird by the wing and let him to grab the bird so that the legs of the 

bird will be inside his mouth. The bird will be moving his legs inside the dog mouth, make sure 

to be applying the ear pinch if the dog try to spit the bird. 

 

 I always use everything that he may encounter in the field on any given hunt, even rabbits if I 

am planning on using this dog for hunting them. The table will be your best tool to go back to 

and fix retrieving problems that may arise in the future. 
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Once you are confident with his table retrieving it is time to take the dog to the floor in front of 

the bench and make him sit at heel position with a dragline and a choker on him for control. 

Take a bumper or dowel with your free hand and put your other hand through the dog's collar 

and ask him to fetch as you offer him the object and he should take it without any trouble. Once 

he has it in his mouth keep him at the heel position and keep his head up high and pet him as he 

is sitting there next to you holding firmly. Now grab the object and give the out command, put 

your hand through the collar and be ready to pinch the ear if he tries to drop the object. We 

have to get the dog to realize that just because we are not on the table anymore that we must 

have the same manners on the ground with zero tolerance for sloppiness or any refusal. This is 

totally a new position for him because he has been facing you all of this time. Ask him to heel 

with the object in his mouth for a few feet and then ask him to sit and hold. Do this drill further 

and further having him sit a few times with it in his mouth. Take it from him from time to time 

then ask him to take it from you and hold.   

This drill will make him realize that the old days of running around and doing his own thing are a 

thing of the past. This floor drill should be as near the training bench as possible just in case 

things start to go downhill. We can start moving the dog outside for training after we get him re-

trieving a thrown dummy from a few feet away inside. Up until now for the past few weeks we 

have not thrown anything for the dog to retrieve. Sit the dog at heel with the drag rope and 

choker on and throw the bumper ten feet in front of you and command the dog to fetch it. As he 

picks it up, have him return to the front or heel position and sit down. Hopefully he holds the ob-

ject firmly until you slowly grab it and give him the release command. If all goes well maybe you 

just got your first retrieve to hand for the first time ever.  Keeping that drag rope on at all times is 

a must now when you train him out in the field or the yard. It only has to be about fifteen feet 

long or so to be effective for controlling the dog from a short distance. I know that this part of 

training is tedious and sometimes boring for both of you, but the end result is well worth the ef-

fort. Your dog will do what maybe only few other dogs can do out there in the field, and that is 

retrieve to hand proudly anything that you or your buddies have shot. Next lesson we will really 

get going on retrieving out in the field. Once your dog is confident at retrieving everything to 

hand from land and water, it opens up so many other training possibilities for future dog work.  
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Let's assume that if you are still with me that your dog has become totally crazy about 

fetching from short distances both dummies and dead birds with no hesitation. It's time 

to move outdoors to extend everything that we have accomplished thus far inside. We 

are always going to use this dragline of about 15 feet until we can totally trust the dog to 

come to heel every time he makes a retrieve.  Start by airing him before you begin the 

heeling drill. Now heel him without a dummy and then with one in his mouth. Start and 

stop frequently and be sure that the dog sits as soon as you stop and holds the object 

firmly. If the dog gets sloppy or starts to mouth or play with the object, deal with this 

right away by heeling him up and grabbing his ear giving him a good firm pinch as you 

throw the dummy about ten feet while keeping the drag rope in your other hand. Take it 

from him and toss it a few feet and command fetch or his name, whatever signal you will 

use when hunting to release the dog as he leaves your side for the retrieve. As the dog is 

picking up the object, step back a few feet and command heel as he returns to you to the 

heel position and sits at your left side. If he is doing well start throwing the bumper a lit-

tle further each time you take him out for a session. By the fourth or fifth time out, you 

should be throwing the bumper or bird as least 50 to 80 feet (not yards) on short grass. 

We don't want to get into an extended hunt at this stage in heavy cover, this is strictly 

singles thrown by you in different directions on flat ground. Remember that you and 

your dog are becoming a team and he now realizes the object is yours and he is being 

asked to retrieve it for you.  It's important that there are no distractions so the dog can 

stay focused on the exercise. These sessions are only going to last about 15 to 20 minutes 

which adds up to 15 to 20 retrieves in a good honest session. Allow the dog to take a 

drink,especially if it is warmer weather. 

This is where we are going to employ someone to throw the birds or bumpers for us at 

further distances. The dog is going to be a little confused at first because of the distrac-

tion of another person out there. It might be a good idea to find a place that has a fence, 

and have your helper throw from the other side onto your side.  Keep this distance short 

at first and extend only if things are going well. 
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Stay away from the water retrieves right now for the next little while until we are confi-

dent in the dog's ability to carry all objects firmly to the heel position. Start making the 

dog stay longer and longer before you release him for the retrieve. Keep in mind that he 

has to focus on where the bird fell, so send him before he tosses his head in another di-

rection. The dog will learn to focus more and more on that fall location as time goes on. 

Start having your helper use a duck call to get the dog's attention before he throws the 

bird. This gets a young dog enthused about locking into the call in anticipation of the 

thrown object. Start putting duck decoys on the grass and walk your dog through them to 

get him used to them. 

 

If he sniffs too long or tries to grab one, tell him to leave it as you give a good hard cor-

rection on lead. Now step back and throw a bird into the decoys and command the dog to 

fetch it up. If all goes well, throw it through the decoys to the other side, so that he now 

travels right through them to get the bird and returns through themwith it.  You can start 

using the starter pistol around your dog as long as he is not gun sensitive. Have the dog 

at heel (on a drag rope of course) with your primer pistol in your right hand. Have a few 

decoys spread out about thirty feet from you and be sure that they are spread far apart. 

Have your partner blow his call as he throws the bird. Shoot at the bird at the top of the 

arc and send the dog a few seconds after it hits the ground. 

 

Here is the scenario that we have been working so hard for. The dog hears the duck call, 

looks out front and sees the bird in the air as you shoot it. He is sent on command through 

the decoys and picks up the bird cleanly, returns back through the decoys and comes to 

heel position holding the bird firmly prouder than a peacock. Dogs from six months to 

ten months old should be able to grasp this 

training. The only place not to train is in your own yard. That is a definite no no. Load the 

dog up and go anywhere but his leisure or play area. 

 

You might set up some low hurdles and have him jump them with the dummy in his 

mouth, or go up and down stairs. All this is to get him used to carrying the dummy over 

obstacles, up banks or down, through brush and never releasing it until you tell him to. It 

also keeps the exercise from getting boring and tedious for the dog.  The hard boring 

work is behind you now, and from here on in training will be a lot more enjoyable be-

cause of this new control that you have. I know that it is only the start but the foundation 

is good and strong and can now support the dog that we will continue to build. 
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NAVHDA SPONSORS 

S O C A L    NA V H D A  

WHERE MEMBERS 

TEACH   OTHERS 

HOW  TO TRAIN 

THEIR BIRDDOG 

For More Info 

SOCALNAVHDA.org 

  

SOCAL NAVHDA MEMBER BENEFITS 

1.     Receive Monthly newsletter from Feb-

ruary to October. 

2.     Choose a trainer mentor out of a list of 

professional and very experienced train-

ers. 

3.     Participate in a monthly training day. 

4.     Be first in line to enroll your dog in the 

Chapter’s NAVHDA Tests before all oth-

er NAVHDA national members. 

5.     Have access to the So.Cal. NAVHDA 

Trailer packed with versatile hunting 

dog training supplies for $20.00 key de-

posit, refundable if you’ll leave the 

chapter. 

6.     So.Cal. NAVHDA members are covered 

by NAVHDA liability insurance at the 

Chapter's sanctioned events. 
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Training  Days 
April 15   Traning Day & Snake Awareness Clinic  

 May 20 June 10 July 15 August 19   September 16    

Oct TB 

Training days:7:30—8:00 Set– Up & Air out dogs 

                8:00 Gather to hear days plan 

                8:30—1:00   Training 

                1:30  Help put away tables, EZ UP, etc 

 

Like the duck swimming:  Calm on the surface, frantic paddling beneath the surface. 

More goes into a training day than many people notice.  Reserving the fields.  Moving 

the trailer.  Finding birds.  Bringing lunch.  Finding birds.  Getting people to help with 

training.  Overcoming challenges (flooded fields, poor weather, etc.).  Synchronizing all 

the moving parts.  Many times it seems a little haphazard when you arrive at a training 

day. You would probably be surprised at how much work goes into being “haphazard”.  

Part of this issue is one never knows how many will attend or what ages of dogs they 

will have.  If you would like to help in any capacity please let Jim McDonald know.   

The cleanup at the end is frequently one of the most challenging duties  as there are 

few people left . .. . And they are now hoping to train their own dogs.  If you would 

like to be on the “cleanup crew” please give Jim McDonald a call. 

Challenges  

are what 

Makes Life  

Interesting 

Overcoming them 

Is What  

Makes Life  

Meaningful 


